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Focus:

Center & Choice Time
Center time is a time for the children
to learn and show the teachers what
they know and can do. The last two
weeks they have been doing just that!
Some of the activities have been
Math
 Counting marshmallows to add to
their hot chocolate
 Matching numbers to the correct
number of objects
 Counting using a 10 frame
 Writing numbers
Creative Arts
 Making a weight scale with a coat
hanger
 Painting with water color
Fine Motor
 Manipulating play dough
 Cracking nuts using a simple

Head Start Hair Salon
“Your appointment is at 10am”,
“Do you want a wash?” and “Do
you want your hair curled today?”
are some of the phrases you may
have heard when you walked into
our classroom. The children have
enjoyed practicing their hair
styling skills; there may be some
future hair stylists.
In the waiting area of the salon,
friends cared for each other’s
babies and waited for their
“Appointments”.
New vocabulary words:
straightener, curling iron, blow
dryer, and perm rods.

Simple Machines
What is a simple machine? How do we use a simple machine?
What simple machine did you see at Dolhofs? These are
questions that we have been answering and discussing in the
classroom.
How do we use a simple machine? What is a simple machine?
Christian– muscles and hands
Kianna– muscles
Nadine- screw drivers with muscles and hands
Elly– muscles and knife
Ethan- a wrench to fix a car
MaeLeea– shovel to smash stuff
Noah- hammer to pound
Sofia– a car
Paisley- a hammer

What simple machine did you see at Dolhofs?
Christian– an axe to cut wood
Kianna– a hammer
Annabelle- a hammer to pound nails
Nadine- clippers to cut weeds
Jace- hammer to cut something
Arica- a fishing pole
Ethan– a screw driver to make holes
Elly- simple machine
Looking Ahead
Feb 14th- Valentine’s Day Love and Fun!!
Feb 15th- Valentine’s Day Dance, 6-7pm.
Feb 19-22- Mid-Winter Break. NO HEAD START.
Parent teacher conferences will be taking place
Feb 11-15 and Feb 25-Mar 1. We look forward to
sharing the amazing growth your child has made.

Homework– Counting
using the 10 frame. There
is a ten frame and

